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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which is the deleted veneer command in UA5000 machine box?
A. Board delete
B. Board erase
C. Undo board
D. No board
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
About the anti-virus gateways based on flow-scanning, which of

the following statement is wrong?
A. Performance is higher than proxy-based
B. The cost is smaller than proxy-based
C. Depends on state detection technology and protocol analysis
technology
D. The detection rate is higher than proxy-scanning-based
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three object tracking options are supported by Cisco IOS
policy-based routing? (Choose three.)
A. results of an SAA operation
B. existence of an entry in the routing table
C. absence of an entry in the routing table
D. state of the line protocol of an interface
E. existence of a CDP neighbor relationship
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You plan to enable Stretch Database for a table named Table1.
You need to configure Table1 to move the data to Microsoft
Azure. The data must be moved at a later time.
How should you complete the statement? To answer, drag the
appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
When you enable Stretch for a table by specifying ON, you also
have to specify MIGRATION_STATE = OUTBOUND to begin migrating
data immediately, or MIGRATION_STATE = PAUSED to postpone data
migration.
Syntax:
&lt;stretch_configuration&gt; ::
{
SET (
REMOTE_DATA_ARCHIVE
{
= ON ( &lt;table_stretch_options&gt; )
| = OFF_WITHOUT_DATA_RECOVERY ( MIGRATION_STATE = PAUSED )
| ( &lt;table_stretch_options&gt; [, ...n] )
}
)
}

References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/alter-tab
le-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017
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